21 - 23 June

WRC II Poznan, Poland

Media Start List

Men's Pair

Start Time: 17:25

FRI 21 JUN 2019

Race 75

World Cup Best Time: NZL MURRAY Eric / BOND Hamish Eton (GBR) 2013 World Cup 6:16.01

World Best Time: NZL MURRAY Eric / BOND Hamish London (GBR) 2012 Olympic Games 6:08.50

World Cup Winner 2018: CZE HELESIC Lukas / PODRAZIL Jakub World Cup 19.00

Lane | Ctry Code | Name | Date of Birth
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | GER2 | SCHROETER Paul (b) JOHANNESEN Eric (s) | 01 DEC 1990 16 JUL 1988
2 | CHI | ABRAHAM Ignacio (b) KALLEG ANDRATE Cristopher (s) | 07 JUL 1997 31 AUG 1998
3 | FRA | ONFROY Valentin (b) ONFROY Theophile (s) | 16 NOV 1993 29 DEC 1992
4 | ARG2 | DIAZ Agustin (b) HAACK Axel (s) | 25 NOV 1991 31 MAR 1995
5 | AUT | WALK Florian (b) HOLLER Mattijis (s) | 22 SEP 1995 12 MAY 1999

Progression System: 1-2 to Semifinal A/B, 3 to Final C, 4 to Final C or Final D, Remaining Crews to Final D (1-2->SA/B, 3->FC, 4->FC or FD, 5.->FD)

Legend:

b = bow  s = stroke
R = Repechage  S = Semifinal  F = Final

INTERNET Service: www.worldrowing.com
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